The Compatibility of Christianity and Socialism in the Context of the Kress Controversy of 1905 in Milwaukee
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The rise of Socialism in the first decade of the twentieth century was unrivaled in the history of the United States. In most cities and states, Socialism achieved only minimal gains and was mostly a small movement in comparison to the primary political parties. Wisconsin, however, experienced the steady growth of Socialism until 1910, when the Social-Democratic Party swept Milwaukee county and municipal elections.1 The party remained involved with city politics through 1960, when the last Socialist mayor, Frank Zeidler, left office.

Although the Social-Democrats outlived the 1910 election by a half century, that election was the turning point in their successes for many reasons. First, the party never again achieved the overwhelming success it did in the 1910 election, and experienced a steady decline thereafter. Secondly, the success of the Social-Democrats in 1910 was partly a response by voters to the previous administrations’, particularly that of Mayor David Rose, and the main parties’ inability to take action against the expansive corruption of the previous decade.2 Thus, by examining the party in the ten years prior to 1910, it is possible to track the growth of the party. Investigating the growth of the party will show how the evolution of arguments made by both the party itself and its individual members moved towards a more moderate platform, which greatly increased the party’s support. This paper, therefore, will try to demonstrate how these modified arguments, directed to a larger audience, contributed to the growth of the party.

One point of contention for the voting public was the question of the compatibility of Socialism and religion – in particular, Catholicism. The official platforms of both the Catholic Church and Socialism (as defined by Karl Marx) were adamantly opposed to each other, both saying the other was nothing short of evil. As the vast majority of Milwaukee’s population was Christian, and a very
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large number Catholic, in order for the Social-Democrats to win an election, they needed at least part of the Christian vote.

The conflict between Christianity and Socialism was spotlighted during the Kress Controversy of 1905 in Milwaukee. The controversy was between a Catholic priest, William Kress, and a Congregational minister and member of the Social-Democratic Party, Carl Thompson. For much of the early part of 1905, these two figures argued their views through the popular press, both intensely advocating their positions. Thompson saw Socialism as congruent with Christianity, while Kress viewed Socialism as the opposite of Christianity.

By examining the arguments used by the participants of the Kress Controversy and comparing them to arguments of other Socialists around the country, one can examine the evolution of Socialist opinions toward a more moderate platform, one not hostile to Christianity. Ultimately, it is possible to consider the use of moderate viewpoints as a catalyst for the Social-Democratic Party in Milwaukee to win over Christian constituents, and more specifically, the Catholics.

While some literature has examined the friction between Socialism and Christianity, none has focused on Milwaukee specifically. As Milwaukee has a rich history of Socialism and was the first major city in the United States to be Socialist-controlled, it should be further studied. Economic and political factors also played a large role in voting patterns in Milwaukee, and these factors, coupled with the easing of tensions between Christianity and Socialism, can explain why Milwaukee Socialists experienced such successes. Elsewhere in the country, Socialist victories were few and far between, and the party remained an insignificant minority. The arguments rendered through the Kress Controversy should yield answers to this discrepancy and provide the first study of Milwaukee in this context, as well as show the growth of the Social-Democratic Party.

This paper will assert that in moderating its arguments against religion and the Church, the Social-Democratic Party was able to win the Christian, and specifically the Catholic vote in 1910. While the corruption of the Rose years was a definite factor in the conversion of Christian voters, this paper will argue that the battle over religion was the main component affecting Christian sensibilities. Many Christians thought the Social-Democratic Party would be more effective than the primary parties, but were none too eager to boldly disregard the views of their respective churches. Opinions presented by the likes of Carl Thompson, showing the congruency of Christianity and Socialism, were crucial for Christian voters to justify their support for the Social-Democratic Party. While the Kress Controversy occurred in 1905, five years before the election swept by the Social-Democrats, it accurately reflects the changing tactics and arguments of the party in its attempt to attract more voters.

Socialist Arguments Against Christianity

Socialism as a general political ideology defined by Karl Marx was clearly

opposed to all forms of organized religion. Marx and his followers viewed religion as yet another institution that attempted to control the will of the people, manipulating and exploiting them. Marx believed that religion was a system of illusions created to give people a false sense of security and happiness, and that man would have to shake himself of religion to better his life and achieve true happiness. In *Critique of the Hegelian Philosophy of Right*, Marx writes:

> Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creatures, the feelings of a heartless world, just as it is spirit of unspiritual conditions. It is the opium of the people.

> The people cannot be really happy until it has been deprived of illusory happiness by the abolition of religion. The demand that the people should shake itself free of illusion as to its own condition is the demand that it should abandon a condition which needs illusion."

Religion clearly had no place in the system of Socialism that Marx envisioned.

While some Socialists remained steadfast in their adherence to Marxist philosophy, others adapted its principles to better fit their idea of Socialism as applicable to their time. As Marx became farther away in both time and place, Socialists began to view Marx’s Socialism not as an established system, but as a collection of ideas from which to construct their own political systems. Because of the vast differences in ideology between American Socialists of this time period, disagreement existed on some issues. Many of these issues dealt with the labor movement, such as increased wages and less hours, while others focused on education and the public ownership of utilities. For many people of this time, religion was a central part of their lives, and therefore, the issue of religion and its relationship to socialism was possibly one of the biggest points of contention.

Many Socialists agreed with Marx’s belief that religion was incompatible with Socialism, was harmful to the progress of society, and that it manipulated the public. Of all religions, Catholicism was seen by far as the most evil. Socialists accused the Catholic Church of many things, but their opposition to the Church centered primarily around one aspect. They associated the Church with capitalism and the perceived evils that came with it, including poverty and poor working conditions for laborers. Eugene Debs, a prominent Socialist Party leader and five-time presidential candidate, was critical of the capitalist-dependent Catholic Church, saying:
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The Catholic Church is the implacable foe of Socialism. . . It teaches the lowly wage slaves to look with mistrust and hatred upon the great working class movement whose mission it is to unlock the economic dungeon in which he is serving a life sentence...8

Debs and others saw the Church as a supporter of capitalism, and therefore, negatively affecting the working class and its betterment, trying to keep laborers unorganized, poor, and uneducated.

Socialists also advocated the public ownership of property. Some believed that all property should be publicly owned, while others thought only land belonging to factories and other means of production should be owned by the public. By 1900, the popular stance was to support public ownership of only the means of production. Still, Socialists viewed the Church as a supporter of private property because, they said, the Church would lose all its power if it could not own and operate its own buildings. The Social Democratic Herald stated, “[T]he private ownership of property is supported by the gospel, apostolic teaching, and the rules of the Church, and is a divine ordination, not to be changed by the hand of man...A man cannot be a Catholic and a Socialist.”9

In truth, Milwaukee’s Social-Democratic Party was much more moderate than Marx would have liked, and “was quite different from other more radical varieties.”10 Victor Berger, founder of the party in Milwaukee, associated the Church with capitalism early in his career, but later grew more moderate. He was a right-wing Socialist who believed that change would happen gradually and not by revolution.11 As time progressed, the Social-Democratic Party realized they needed to modify certain arguments in order to gain votes. The argument against religion became a less important part of their platform, until religion was either encouraged or not mentioned at all. This will be further explored later.

Christian Arguments Against Socialism

On the other side of the spectrum, many Christian leaders spoke out against Socialism. It is possible that because Catholicism, in particular, was most attacked by Socialists, the Church was also the most vocal in its opposition to Socialism. In 1891, Pope Leo XIII issued the encyclical Rerum Novarum, which contained the Church’s official position on Socialism. It stated that Socialists were against private property, the institution of marriage, and class harmony, and that they promoted free love. To ensure that no Catholic would try to argue the
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compatibility of Catholicism and Socialism, the Pope stated that Socialism “cannot be brought into harmony with the dogmas of the Catholic Church...”\(^{12}\) Also in the encyclical, Leo XIII supported decent wages for workers as well as “holding that capital and labor are ordained by nature to live together and should achieve mutual agreement.”\(^{13}\)

The Milwaukee clergy also did its part in promoting the official views of the church. Father Rogozinski, a priest of the Polish congregation of St. Hedwig’s in Milwaukee, invited Mayor David Rose to speak on politics from the pulpit during mass. Mayor Rose, a Democrat, actively spoke against his Social-Democratic Party competition.\(^{14}\) Father Rogozinski and the other priests in Milwaukee even changed Mass times so Mayor Rose could speak to all the Catholic congregations the Sunday before the election.\(^{15}\) Archbishop Messmer, leader of the Milwaukee Diocese, very openly expressed contempt for the Social-Democratic Party and encouraged the rest of his priests to do the same.\(^{16}\)

It is at this point that one can begin to examine the arguments delivered in the Kress Controversy of 1905. Father William Kress, an anti-Socialist Catholic priest, utilized similar arguments against Socialism that many Catholic priests and leaders of other denominations had used. By examining Father Kress’s claims and also Reverend Carl Thompson’s pro-Socialist refutations, one can better understand the political climate at the time, and more specifically, the political climate in Milwaukee. The changing political climate and the growing number of arguments in favor of Socialism’s and Christianity’s compatibility illustrate the foundation needed for the Social-Democratic Party to gain the Christian vote.

Father Kress upheld the official stance of the Catholic Church, believing that Socialism and Christianity were completely incompatible. One of Kress’s favorite approaches to the dispute was to use the positions and statements of Socialist leaders. This made it difficult for people to argue that they were, in fact, compatible, although many succeeded in doing so. In one of his four lectures to St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, Kress stated, “According to [the] highest authorities in the Socialist party, Socialism and the Christian religion cannot coexist. That is why a Catholic cannot be a Socialist.”\(^{17}\) Father Bernard Vaughan, another priest who lectured on Socialism in New York during a series of ten conferences, also used this approach. In his lecture entitled “Socialism and Religion,” Vaughan spoke only of certain Socialists’ views of the Church and religion.\(^{18}\) Neither Kress nor Vaughan mentions anything about the Catholic Church’s stance on Socialism or if and why the Church itself believes that Socialism is incongruent
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with Church dogma. Although it has been shown previously that the Church did make official decrees against Socialism, Kress fails to use these in his argument, instead using the language of the Socialists.

Kress was well-versed in Socialist literature and quoted it frequently. Whether he always used quotes within their context is highly debatable, but he still knew and employed many of them in his arguments. He was known to use excerpts from numerous European Socialist conventions and authors, citing both famous and little-known ones. One example of his many references to Socialist leaders can be found in an article he wrote in response to Reverend Thompson after Kress returned to Ohio and his series of lectures in Milwaukee ended. He quoted a resolution from the 1898 convention of Austrian Socialists at Linz that met with “thundering applause” upon its adoption:

Socialism is directly contradictory to Roman clericalism, which is enslaved to unyielding authority, immutable dogmas and absolute intellectual thralldom. We doubt all authority, we know of no immutable dogma, we are the champions of right, liberty and conscience. Besides the struggle for the economic demands of the working class we also combat for the highest spiritual possessions. And this ancient struggle between light and darkness will be decided in favor of light, in favor of Socialism.

The Socialists at Linz left little room for debate, their opposition to the Catholic Church being very clear, Kress argued. Any refutations made by Thompson could only be false, as they went against the platform of Socialist parties.

Another example Kress used to prove Socialism’s inability to harmonize with the Church, and even Christianity in general was his perception of the Socialist belief of marriage. Kress argued that “Socialism means the substitution of free love for the marriage relation.” How exactly Kress discerned that Socialists promoted free love and was against marriage is not clearly understood, although he definitely was not the first to use it as part of an argument against Socialism. Quite possibly, it was the belief of Kress and others that Socialism was a form of anarchy that drove the idea of Socialism as promoting free love. Anarchists advocated the abolition of government and “the present social order” which controlled individuals and did not leave them to their own free will. Some opponents of Socialism, like Father Kress, wrongly believed that anarchists wanted the institution of marriage to be abolished as well, and because Kress
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associated Socialism with anarchism, he thought this view was also advocated by Socialists, saying, “Socialist leaders and newspapers hold to the basic principles that underlie anarchy. They deny the existence of God. They say there is no future life.”

The Church would not promote any ideology that wanted to abolish organized government, and Kress made this clear during one of his lectures, saying, “There is as much difference between anarchists and Christians as there is between night and day.” Kress also told the congregations that by promoting free love, Socialists were also encouraging the dissolution of the family unit, which served as a person’s moral foundation.

In light of Kress’s numerous accusations, the Social-Democratic Party faced the difficult task of trying to neutralize his inflammatory remarks and reach Christian voters if they had any hopes of having a significant presence in city politics. The party needed to persuade the public that it was not anti-Christian, by justifying that Socialism was reconcilable with Christianity, and especially Catholicism, as many Milwaukeeans were also Catholic.

Christianity and Socialism as Compatible

It was relatively impossible for the Social-Democratic Party to expect any substantial increase in representation in city politics without the support of the Christian vote. The resolution of the Christian-Socialist debate would be paramount to any future successes of the Social-Democratic Party. If Milwaukee was predominantly Catholic at the time of the 1910 election, at least some, if not many, Catholics must have voted Socialist. Religious beliefs played an important role in voting patterns at the turn of the century, and while voting statistics on religious affiliation are not available for, or prior to, the 1910 election for specific wards and precincts, “many voting behavior studies have concluded that religion was the single most important determinant of party affiliation in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.” Historically, Catholics aligned with the Democratic Party, while Protestants voted Republican. The persuasive arguments of those who tried to convince the voting public that good Christians could indeed vote for the Social-Democratic Party can be used as an indicator of why Catholics decided to switch from the Church-supported Democratic Party to the Church-denounced Social-Democratic Party.

As Socialism grew in popularity, the conflicting views held about it and religion either changed or became less important. Some priests and ministers began advocating Socialism as not only congruent with Christianity, but as the ideology most congruent with Christianity. Socialist leaders, while sometimes still believing that religion was “the sigh of the oppressed creatures,” no longer
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openly denounced it, choosing instead to ignore the issue completely. Religion played a central role in American life at the turn of the century, and Socialists realized they could not openly denounce religion and expect to gain enough votes to be elected to any office.

Reverend Carl Thompson, the prominent Social-Democratic Party leader and Congregational minister, debated Father Kress at length on many issues, but predominantly on the compatibility of Socialism and Christianity in a series of articles in the *Milwaukee Journal*. Thompson not only introduced many points to support his view, but also refuted Kress’s claims. As a strong supporter of both Christianity and Socialism, he stated, “With all my heart I believe that Scientific Socialism is the greatest contribution to the cause of Christ that has been made in modern times.”

In order to build a solid argument in his favor, Reverend Thompson had to acknowledge and invalidate Kress’s use of Socialist writers, saying, “Father Kress asserts that Socialism is hostile to Christianity. But his argument consists solely in the assertion that certain Socialists say so.” While Kress believed that using Socialist statements only strengthened his case, Thompson saw it as a weakness. Thompson used Kress’s own arguments against him, citing Socialist leaders and conventions.

Believing that official party platforms and not individuals’ opinions defined the true positions of Socialist intellectuals, Thompson wrote of the Erfurt Program of 1891, the official platform of the International Socialist Party:

> The Erfurt Program, which is the utterance of the greatest and the most advanced of all the national Socialist movements in the world, states distinctly as follows: ‘Religion is a private matter - ecclesiastical and religious bodies are to be regarded as private associations which order their affairs independently.’

What individual members of the party wrote and believed was unimportant, only official party platforms established the position of the party. The Erfurt platform, Thompson argued, promoted religious freedom and prohibited government involvement in religious matters. Kress responded with, “Platforms are constructed to catch votes and say as little as possible,” instead of giving an opposing argument. Thompson did not acknowledge Kress’s quote of the convention at Linz in his own article, but chose instead to bring forth examples of other Socialist groups who do not dismiss religion, like the Erfurt Program.

Thompson argued that Socialism had nothing to say about marriage and
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family, precisely because, as a political organization, it had nothing to do with these areas of one’s private life. In an article on the Socialist position on marriage, he wrote, “Socialism has no more to say about marriage than the Republican or Democratic parties,” which never faced these same allegations. Socialism focused on public matters, not private ones. Thompson wrote that Father Kress was not looking at the true definition of Socialism, and therefore confounded its goals, saying:

> Father Kress has been trying for weeks to make the people who hear him believe that Socialism is anarchy, free love, robbery, and, in short, everything bad…Socialism is an economic programme. It means that what the people collectively and socially use they shall collectively and socially own.

Kress tried to apply what he believed were Socialist principles to all areas of life, while Thompson argued that Socialism was fundamentally and only an “economic programme.”

Toward the end of the series, Thompson took the lead as Kress resigned to name-calling and failed to disprove most of Thompson’s points. In a later article, Kress calls Thompson an “Idaho jackrabbit” and refused to debate with him further if he would not argue only those points which Kress chose. One of his strongest points, which Kress ignored for lack of an opposing argument, referred to the ever-present corruption in the current and previous municipal administrations, the ones that Father Kress supported:

> Last spring in Milwaukee we had thirteen Republican and eleven Democratic officials under indictment of the grand jury for ‘bribery, boodle, and horse stealing.’ And these are the parties that Father Kress supports in his fight against Socialism!

It is around this point in the debate that Reverend Thompson’s more logical and better supported arguments overshadowed Father Kress’s name-calling and refusal to continue the debate. Social Democratic Party members interpreted the end of the debate as a clear victory for the party, as well as a vehicle to correctly explain its platforms and beliefs to the Milwaukee public.

Thompson was hardly the only minister to argue in favor of Socialism. One of the most influential to the movement at the turn of the twentieth century was Father Thomas Hagerty. Hagerty, one of the founders of the Industrial
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Workers of the World, was instrumental in spreading Socialist ideas throughout the country, and particularly the West. A spokesman for the rights of Mexican railroad workers, he translated Socialist writings from English, French, and German into Spanish to help mobilize the immigrant working class. Once ordained, the Catholic Church placed him in four parishes in three different dioceses over a seven-year period; however, this was the extent to which the Church acted against him. The Church’s actions suggest that his superiors did not want him preaching to their congregations and influencing parishioners with Socialist ideas. Hagerty left his Las Vegas parish without permission in 1902 and never again preached in a congregation. Officially, the Church suspended him after he left, and he was disowned after the Archbishop heard him say to the railroad workers, “That railroad is yours; those large business blocks and office buildings downtown that ring in big rent are yours; if you want them, go and take them.”

Although the Church tried to ignore Hagerty, Socialist leaders found him an essential part of their campaign. Hagerty could neutralize the anti-Socialist language of opponents, especially other priests and reverends. While most clergy found Socialism in complete opposition to Church teachings, “Hagerty showed an unusual ability to reconcile Marxist principles with Church dogma.” He employed logical and creative arguments to captivate his audience, but also used many similar to Thompson. Hagerty believed that he could be a Catholic in good standing with God and a Socialist, because like Thompson, Hagerty concluded that Socialism was an economic program, and not one that took a position on religion. In 1902, he wrote to the *International Socialist Review*:

> It is the utmost absurdity to speak of the incompatibility of Catholicism and Socialism. No one would dream of going into a meat market asking for a Catholic beefsteak, a Methodist mutton chop, or a Presbyterian ham. Religion has no more to do with Socialism than it has with meat and bread. Socialism is an economic science, not a system of dogmatic beliefs.

Another argument Hagerty shared with Thompson was his comparisons with the Democratic and Republican parties. While both parties were often divided along religious lines, the parties themselves did not discuss religious beliefs or try to change them. Similarly, Hagerty argued that neither did Socialism, writing that, “It is as much beyond the scope of Socialism to deal with
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divine revelation as it is beyond the range of the Republican Party to advance a new exegesis of the Davidic Psalms.”44 A year later, Hagerty delivered the Labor Day address for the Social Democratic Party in Milwaukee.45 Quite possibly, Thompson heard Hagerty’s speech and recycled his arguments less than eighteen months later during his debates with Father Kress.

As party membership grew, Hagerty pushed more for sudden revolution, while the party’s founders, including Milwaukee’s Victor Berger, encouraged gradual change. Hagerty outgrew his usefulness to the party’s leaders, but his arguments for Christianity and Socialism continued to be applied, especially as party leaders realized that “it was impossible to build a socialist society without the support of Roman Catholic workingmen.”46

Socialist leaders often employed other tactics to win over the voting public. It is true that some party members held only contempt for religion, but instead of expressing their views and possibly alienating prospective voters, they chose to stay silent on the issue. Ignoring the debate and taking no stance on the issue allowed them to neither contradict their personal views nor lie to voters. Others chose to ignore the debate simply because they felt that no debate existed; Socialism was not related to, nor attempted to control, religion, so there was no reason to discuss it.47

Most of the Social Democratic Party literature available from the early history of the party reveals nothing about religion, marriage, or parochial schools, all areas that the churches felt the Socialists were trying to control. A study of various party publications found only one pamphlet that mentioned religion at all, and it did so in only one sentence.48 The pamphlet, listing party platforms, states that, “Socialists oppose: ...every attack upon labor’s rights, every kind of racial and religious discrimination, [and] fascism in any form - foreign or domestic.”49 Here, the party does not involve itself in religious matters other than to protect the people’s religious freedom. While individual Socialist figures may have had strong personal opinions about religion and its relationship to Socialism, the Social Democratic Party, as a collective unit, opted to ignore any debates about religion in its official publications and platforms, presumably either because most
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members felt religion did not belong in politics or to avoid alienating voters.

Other groups, separate from the recognized Socialist parties, were created by people who deemed themselves Christian Socialists, spreading the belief that Socialism was not only compatible with Christianity, but that it was “the necessary expression of the Christian life.” One such group, the Christian Socialist Fellowship, founded in 1906, published the periodical *Christian Socialist*, which “promoted membership in the [Socialist Party of America], reported party activities as well as its efforts to win support in the churches, [and] defended virtually every strike of the period.” Organizations such as the Social Crusade, later the Fellowship of the Socialist Spirit, and the Church Socialist League, along with the Christian Socialist Fellowship, wanted to bring their view of a Socialist Jesus into the churches.

Although Milwaukee’s Socialist group, the Social Democratic Party, largely ignored any debate with religion in their official platforms, its behavior was not indicative of the national group, the Socialist Party of America. National leader and five-time presidential candidate Eugene Debs actively encouraged and protected the participation of practicing Christians in the party’s ranks. He was close to Father Hagerty, Reverend Thompson, and the Christian Socialist Fellowship. Debs himself was not religious, and occasionally utilized harsh words against organized religion in general, believing the Roman Empire corrupted Christianity when it became the religion of the elite ruling class. He also criticized the Catholic Church for its delay to support women’s suffrage and justice for the poor, as well as for its extravagant furnishings.

However, Debs also saw Jesus as the quintessential Socialist leader; Debs believed that Jesus “hated and denounced the rich and cruel exploiter as passionately as he loved and sympathized with his poor and suffering victim” and was “the master proletarian revolutionist.” Debs argued that only Socialism truly supported Christianity, saying

> We know the economic conditions determine man’s conduct toward man, and that so long as he must fight him for a job or a fortune, he cannot love his neighbor. Christianity is impossible under Capitalism. Under Socialism, it will be natural.

On two separate, documented occasions, Debs even sided with the Christian
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Socialists over the secular Socialists, of whom he considered himself a member. Jacob Dorn argues that, while not a religious man himself, Debs “honored action and could overlook the lapses of judgment motivated by dedication to socialist principles,” of Socialists who were also practicing Christians.

Many of Debs’ contemporaries, including Father Kress, and even some present historians, portray Debs as a Socialist who was against all forms of religion. If he denounced the church hierarchy and organized religion, Debs also “appropriated Jesus and primitive Christianity into the revolutionary cause, and he embraced many avowed Christians who labored alongside him in that cause.”

Debs was hardly the only supporter of Christian participants in the Socialist movement. George Herron, a former minister who was also misquoted by Father Kress, spoke alongside Debs in Chicago at the Social Democratic national convention in September 1900, with singing led by Frederick Guy Strickland, a practicing minister in the Christian Church and later a Congressional candidate. Some Christians became prominent leaders in the national party, many achieving political successes by being elected to public office. Reverend Carl Thompson, defender of Socialism during the Kress Controversy, became the information director for the party, with the intent to counter religious aggression and increase “outreach to working class Catholics.” The first Socialist elected to state office in Massachusetts was Frederic MacCartney, a Unitarian minister who nominated Debs for president in 1900. J. Stitt Wilson and Lewis J. Duncan became mayor of Berkeley, California and Butte, Montana, respectively. In Wisconsin, state senator and minister Winfield Gaylord was well-known for advocating Christian Socialism, and Catholic Walter Roach ran for Lieutenant Governor.

Other Factors Influencing Christian Voters

Along with the growing number of organizations, publications, and speakers advocating the compatibility of Socialism and Christianity, the corruption of Milwaukee’s previous administrations also encouraged many voters to decide “that the Social-Democrats could be entrusted with the mayor’s office.” The leadership of Mayor David Rose from 1898 to 1910 witnessed a government facing constant allegations of corruption that ultimately resulted in the indictment of seventy aldermen and supervisors for accepting bribes in 1903.
not long before the Kress Controversy took place in 1905.65

The Rose administration also failed to fulfill needed municipal improvements and services on the outskirts of Milwaukee as the city grew. Catholic Poles switched their allegiance from Rose, a Democrat, to Emil Seidel, the Social-Democratic candidate in the 1910 election, partly because Mayor Rose had ignored their needs for water services.66 A staggering 79 percent of voters in the Polish wards voted for the Social-Democratic Party, compared to a paltry 19 percent for the Democrats and 2 percent for the Republicans. Instead of voting Republican, the Poles elected Seidel and the Social-Democrats most likely because they promised to solve the problem, had a record of issuing city service improvements, and actively tried to neutralize anti-Socialist propaganda. After the 1910 election, Polish neighborhoods “not only received their water but were rapidly supplied with other city services, including sewers, street pavings, and extensions of streetcar service.”67

The Catholic shift in political allegiance is even more staggering when viewed in the context of the period and the degree to which the Church was involved in Catholic “immigrants’ daily life and [was] the principle institution that carried on their native traditions.”68 By the turn of the century, most Churches had developed into “ethnically layered institution[s].”69 Catholicism was, “first and foremost, an immigrant’s faith,” and Catholics relied heavily on the neighborhood church as the center of their social and economic lives, as well as their religious ones.70 Parishes held social events or fund-raisers almost every day of the week to help “build a sense of community.”71 Priests were often the most important and powerful figure in the neighborhood, as was the case of Father Patrick Durnin, who presided over the Irish neighborhood and St. Rose’s Church. In Milwaukee, the already homogeneous ethnic churches became reinforced by the neighborhoods’ isolationist attitudes towards other ethnic groups.72

It is stunning, then, that Catholics blatantly disregarded their priests’ anti-Socialist sermons and overwhelmingly elected the Social-Democrats to office. If the church was, “with the exception of the family unit itself, the single most
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important social institution in the lives of its members,” the Catholics must have felt that all other alternatives were exhausted or that the priests exaggerated the evils of Socialism. For Milwaukee Catholics to break with tradition and the focal point of their lives was unprecedented and makes their political shift all the more dramatic. The 1910 election, and the Catholics’ support of the SocialDemocratic Party, demonstrates the extent to which “the gap between cleric and lay had only widened.”

This political switch by Catholics had a profound effect on the results of Milwaukee elections. The elected Social-Democrats drastically grew in number from 1904 to 1910. In 1904, one year before the Kress Controversy, the Social-Democrats claimed nine city aldermen out of a possible 46, four county supervisors, four state assemblymen, and one state senator. By 1910, they held the mayor’s office, 21 out of 35 seats on the city council, and 14 offices in the State Legislature. The 1910 election also brought the county government under Social-Democratic control for the first time, as well as placed the first Socialist U.S. senator in office, Victor Berger. Their returns could have been even more impressive had they had more candidates on the ballots; the entire Social-Democratic ticket was elected.

After finishing second to him in 1908, Social-Democratic candidate Emil Seidel was elected to the mayor’s office over incumbent and formally Catholic-supported Mayor Rose. Seidel defeated Rose by over 7,000 votes, a striking number when the total number of votes cast was under 50,000. Carl Thompson perceived the election as a decisive victory for the party, and described the results as “the largest plurality that any political party had ever carried [Milwaukee] in its history.”

The Social-Democratic Party implemented many programs that are now commonplace in cities across the United States. One of its major goals for the decade preceding the 1910 victory was the establishment of the eight-hour workday for city employees, which is now the norm. Some of the Social-Democrats’ other, now prevalent, platforms included: uniform lighting and street cleaning at the public’s expense, the abolition of child labor, and decent pay for city aldermen so that poorer citizens could become representatives without having to hold another job simultaneously. They also encouraged recreational activities for the public by starting a program for monthly free music concerts and by greatly expanding the city’s park system. In one of the Social-Democratic
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The successes of the Social-Democratic Party in Milwaukee, Wisconsin in the first decade of the twentieth century were unparalleled for a Socialist party in the United States. Its successes can be attributed partly to the increasingly persuasive arguments given by Carl Thompson and others in favor of the compatibility between Socialism and Christianity, coupled with the endless corruption of Mayor Rose’s previous administration and the public’s need for city services. If the Socialist parties were as anti-Christian as Father Kress alleged, they neither portrayed this nor encouraged it at the party level, and instead did their best to win Christian voters’ support. Tensions decreased in the years following the 1910 election, and Catholics began to feel more comfortable openly supporting the Social-Democratic Party, saying, “We [the Catholics of Milwaukee] get along very well with Dan Hoan as Mayor... Dan is one of the best of the lot.” The rise of Socialism in Milwaukee is best demonstrated, as has been shown, by a close examination of the arguments made during the previously overlooked Kress Controversy of 1905. This controversy also provides an excellent case study of how both supporters and opponents of Christianity’s compatibility with socialism argued their points at the local level.
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